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CHAIRMANS WELCOME
Hello,
The first version of this introduction did talk about how Spring had
arrived and the mad bad Winter
was behind us, then we got more
snow! Hopefully that will be gone
by the time you read this.
There have been a few changes
over the past months at Fife.
Sadly, as a result of a significant
increase in hangerage and landing charges, a number of privately owned aircraft have left
Fife, including David Cyster’s Tiger Moth. It seems to have been a
fairly major own goal for Tayside
to raise the prices and lose the
custom - particularly of such an
iconic aircraft and such an advocate for aviation as David.
There are moves afoot, in the
early stages just now, to reverse
the situation and there will be
more news on that as things develop.

The Bosch Wind Turbine application is perhaps one of the most
serious threats there has been to
Fife Airport. The 121m tall turbine
to the east of the field would significantly affect operations, and
FFC’s objection has been lodged,

AWARDS

FIRST SOLO
as have a number of individual pilot’s objections – but we need
more. Accompanying this Newsletter, there will be another eNews
bulletin giving advice on how you
can object on the Fife Council
website. Please make the effort every objection has to be read and
processed by the Council and the
more there are, the more they will
know that the proposed turbine is
unacceptable.
We will shortly be announcing the
start of the FFC Curry Club (that’s
the FFCCC!) - a fiver will get you a
curry and a beer in the Tipsy Nipper and the idea is that we simply
have a social night over a curry on
a regular basis . . . Watch out for
the date of the first one, coming
soon!
I hope you like the new Newsletter; many thanks to Garrick Smyth
for taking over the role of Newsletter Editor and for giving the whole
Newsletter a superb makeover. Please support Garrick by
sending him articles and items for
inclusion in the next Newsletter.
All the best
Alan Laing
alandi@globalnet.co.uk

Garrick Smyth
Congratulations to Garrick
particularly given the second
extended spell of snow we
had in February!

FFC CURRY
CLUB
Tipsy Nipper
Pint & Curry

£5

15 April
7pm
Book in advance
01592 753792
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From 1st April 2010 Tayside have decided to change the booking
times for flying lessons. Where previously there were six slots,
each lasting an hour and a half, we now
08:45 to 10:45 have five slots (with the possibility of an
10:45 to 12:30 evening slot to be confirmed). The first of
12:30 to 14:15 the day lasts 2 hours followed by slots of 1
14:15 to 16:00 hour 45 mins. The idea is to avoid the need
16:00 to 17:45 for booking two slots for course elements
that need a bit longer.
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UPCOMING DIARY DATES
15 April

FFC Curry Club - A pint, a curry & aviation chat please book on 01592 753792

06 May

Student/Pilot Quiz - Get your teams together, one pilot and two students per
team. Student Flying time vouchers as
prizes (see p 3).

20 May

Fire-fighters & Models (the aircraft variety!) - Local Fire Officer on airfield fire
emergency situations and ‘Altire Models’

19 June

Open Day & Fly In (details tbc)

I’M LEARNING TO FLY . . .
. . . BUT I AIN’T GOT WINGS!
By Garrick Smyth
I can do confident as well as
the next man but in truth my
thoughts were very mixed
as I approached the time I
might go solo and lose the
‘security blanket’ of my instructor sitting beside me.
Particularly as I recently
made the mistake of applying full power before raising the flaps on a ‘touch and
go’. On the other hand, I did
have more experience on
the Cessna F152 than most
of ‘our young men’ had on
Spitfires in 1939 and I didn’t
have to shoot down any of
‘their young men at’ any
rate let alone a ‘rate of 4 to
1’.
Anyway, those thoughts I
mentioned; as the realisation of a boyhood dream
approached it seemed more
of a hurdle, as eagerness,
apprehension and fluctuating levels of confidence
competed to influence my
mindset. Then there was the
desire to stretch out the flying package I’d paid for as
long as possible; this was
another step toward the end
of the package.
Of course pride and the self
generated pressure to ‘get
it right’ were also competing for a place; with the awful weather over the Christmas break, my ‘currency’
had suffered and extended

the delay before I could go
solo, 15 hours had been and
gone and this presented an
important step toward my
PPL - right or wrong, those
were my thoughts.
With an hour to go 'till my
next lesson the weather
looks glorious. I don't know
if this will be the day, but
Greg's made no secret
about the possibility of it
happening very soon. Just
checked the windsock on
arrival, great! if it is today
it'll be on 25 not 07. Strange
that eh, a student from most
other airfields would prefer
the straight-forward option.
As we turn into the car park
(my wife and daughter are
keen to witness the event) I

sea-gulls off. Walk round
done, I'll leave that beacon
switch on, then I'll know if
I've left the master on by
mistake (thanks Willie).
Back to sign off the 'A'
checks, pick up my headphones then do the rest of
my checks before the off.
Just before I start the engine
I look over and see Alan
about to do power checks in
the TB9, he's off to Eshott I
think. He gives me the
thumbs up sign and I wonder if he knows something I
don't.
Now it all gets a bit sketchy,
but I do remember the radio
airfield information call . . .
"Fife radio, Tayside 45 requesting radio check and
airfield info . . . ", "Fife radio, that'll be radio check
and airfield information
then?" I have a little chuckle
to myself at the good hu-

moured way in which
Colin put me right.
A practice EFATO, 4 or 5
circuits (some extended), a
bit of circling while the
parachutists drop, and a
mixture of flapless and
clean landings later and
tell myself to 'be cool' take
Greg says “this one to land
my time do the 'A' checks at and you can go on your
a nice leisurely pace. I arown”.
rive and note that Colin is
We cleared at Echo and
on the radio today and I'm in queued up behind a couple
G-TAYS.
of other aircraft and I beAs I walk out to the aircraft I came concerned that I
can see Shona careening (in might get ‘all emotional’ at
the best sense of the word)
the end of my solo having
down the runway in the land realised a boyhood ambirover with sirens ‘neetion . . . no I'll be fine, just
nawing’ away to scare the
relax and enjoy, I told my-

. . . careening down
the runway . . . with
sirens ‘nee-nawing’
away . . .

self. We enter at Delta,
backtrack and exit at Charlie and . . . I think, Greg got
out at Alpha, but I'm not too
sure - wherever it was, I was
alone. Greg left the map,
just in case, and telling me
they'd be waiting at Dundee
if I needed to divert . . .
OMG!
All I can say is that I conscientiously did all my checks,
performed a tidy circuit,
adjusted for a slightly high
approach at the golf clubhouse and performed an
uneventful landing (ok,
there was a tiny rise at the
end of the flare). Looking at
the video Lorna took, it was
quite a nice landing too, a
’greaser’ my Dad tells me,
even put the flaps away. I
didn't notice any change of
performance given the
lighter load! I exited at
Delta and Colin told me

nothing was coming so I
could backtrack to Charlie I was chuffed! If anything I
was probably a bit overzealous with my radio calls
coming back along that runway.
What an experience, the
place, the people, the
weather and best of all, the
flying, made this a wonderful experience - no wonder
many people say the details
of the circuit itself become
overwhelmed.
Now I think there are two
types of people in this
world, pilots and passengers . . . we need
more pilots!
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take off - and even less
likely that you will be
able to do this in the air.
Colin Rodger gave a talk
The new automation has
to the Club on February
reduced staff levels, and
18th and told us about
the time it takes to create
the changes that have
an electronic flight strip
now happened in ATC at
on-screen means that
Edinburgh.
Edinburgh are insisting
From 13th March, the
that you to file a flight
flight strip systems that
plan at least 20 minutes
the ATCOs use became
before you would like
electronic - so they will
the zone transit.
no longer be writing on
Filing flight plans can be
paper flight strips and
done through the webhanding them across
site
from Approach to Tower.
www.flightplanningonlin
Now it’s all electronic.
e.co.uk (see back page).
Because of the manYou will need to register
power changes
with that website (and
associated with this, it
this can take some time)
will no longer be possiand you will then receive
ble to phone ahead and
a confirmation letter
get a Zone Transit
from NATS. Then, you
arranged before you
can create a flight plan

CHANGES IN EDINBURGH ATZ PROCEDURE

The Student - Pilot Quiz Night . . .
. . . takes place on 6th May with some very worthwhile prizes. Get your teams together and complete and hand-in an entry form
May 6th – Student – Pilot Quiz Night
Team Entry Form. Name of Team:
_____________________________________
Team Members:
Pilot: ________________________________

Student 1: ___________________________

Student 2: ___________________________

Please tear out, and complete and
hand this form to Julia Grant at the
Desk in the Tipsy Nipper.

and it is automatically
linked into Edinburgh’s
flight strip system and
they will then know that
you want that zone transit. Edinburgh are also
keen that you lodge a
flight plan if you are
going to be in the
vicinity of the zone!
Sounds complicated but
it will help the ATCOs,
especially in the early
days as they get used to
the new system. Maybe
later they will be able to
manage to revert to the
old system . . . Here’s
hoping! It is worth
speaking to Colin of you
see him at Fife to get
more information on all
of the above.

CONTRIBUTIONS WELCOME
The committee are
always keen to receive comments,
suggestions and
valid criticisms so
that we can make
sure we properly
represent a consensus view from club members.
Everything we do is aimed at promoting and
improving
the club and
we can't do
it alone so
please email Alan at chairman@fifeflyingclub.co.uk. Also if
you have any articles for the
newsletter please send
them to Garrick via the website
at www.fifeflyingclub.co.uk.
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ANOTHER GRAND DAY OUT
By Peter Crabb
Date: 6th March 2010, Weather:
Suggestive of a good day. Richard
Thomas and I decided to have a
crack at Plockton in G-BKUE so,
having loaded her up to the
gunwales with fuel (all 210 litres of
the stuff!), we set off and headed
north west with the intention of
routing Loch Lomond, Crianlarich,
Fort William then Plockton.
The weather was great and by Loch
Lomond we were cruising at 5,000ft.
We had a Basic Service from
Scottish Information (119.875) who
then told us of a PA28 up ahead
routing pretty much the same way
as ourselves but we didn’t see
anything of him. Unfortunately, just
past Bridge of Orchy, we ran into
what looked like a solid wall of very
iffy-looking cloud and for a few
minutes began to wonder if maybe
we weren’t going to get there.
However, we spotted a bit of a gap
more westwards, dropped a bit of
altitude and headed off in that
direction and finally popped out
over Loch Linnhe about 10 miles
north of Oban. A right turn and 20
minutes later we were overhead
Fort William.
The weather northwards was still
impenetrable so we turned left and
drove along Loch Eil, past
Glenfinnan (Richard was quite
surprised when I pointed out the
“Harry Potter Railway Viaduct” and
remarked that he could just imagine
Hogwarts Academy sitting on the
west shore of Loch Sheil!) to Arisaig.
At this point, I discovered I couldn’t
raise Scottish Information on either
119.875 or 127.275, probably

because we were too low between
the hills. We motored on
nevertheless and once we reached
Arisaig, I was finally able to talk to
someone and get my
Basic Service back!
By this time, we
were flying back in
near-cloudless
conditions so went
back up to 4,000ft
and enjoyed a
glorious run up past
Mallaig and Kyle of
Lochalsh before
arriving overhead at
Plockton. It’s blind
calls on 130.650 to
“Plockton Traffic”
and we heard a
helicopter descending into
Broadford on Skye but there was
nothing else to get in our way.
Plockton’s runway lies 02/20 so I
overflew the airfield at 2,000ft and
saw that the windsock was slightly
favouring a 20 approach. That

. . . and my intentions
duly announced to a
world, that probably
wasn’t listening . . .
decided, and my intentions duly
announced to a world that probably
wasn’t listening, I descended for
what turned out to be a pretty
gentle 20-Touchdown.
Plockton is a beautiful part of the
world – I’ve spent a few camping
trips there during my childhood
years but this was my first trip in by
air – and well worth a visit (flying, of
course, but if you ever get the

chance of driving up and spending
a long weekend, do so). We walked
down into the centre of the town (is
it a town or a village?) and took a

few photos. It was incredibly warm!
That whole bit of the west coast
around Wester Ross seems to have
its own microclimate due to the Gulf
Stream coming round the north of
Ireland and hitting the Scottish coast
around there. We then headed
back up to the airfield to resume
our travels.
Richard took the controls this time
and we took off and headed for
Oban. Our intention was just a quick
“in and out” but we very nearly got
stuck there! We landed just after
4.00pm and they were due to close
down for the evening at 4.30pm but
we thought we were OK because
we’ve got Out of Hours Indemnity unfortunately, our indemnity is for
Highlands & Islands whereas Oban
is Argyll & Bute . . . oops!
Thankfully, the guys at Oban were
great and Richard & I paid our
landing fee, grabbed a couple of
chocolate bars
continued on p5

MEET THE MEMBERS - FIVE MINUTE INTERVIEW - Brian Walledge
When was your first flight? (Passenger):
Dehaviland Dominie (At controls): Cessna
152, May 1987
What is your favourite aircraft? Hawker
Hurricane.
What is your favourite holiday destination?
California.
Which animal would you like to be?
Peregrine Falcon - keen of eye and
extremely aerobatic.
What is your favourite sport? Rugby.
How many hours do you have in your
logbook? 670
What is your favourite logged destination?

Aberville, France.
Who would play you in the
Hollywood version of your life
story? Mel Gibson.
What is your favourite film?
Dirty Harry.
What is your favourite food? Greek
What is the best airline you have flown
with? Luxair.
Who would be your two dream dinner
guests? Isambard-Kingdom Brunel & Joan
Rivers.
If money was no object what would your
dream car be? Porsche. By Greg Logan

What is your favourite book/
author: The Washing of the
Spears, Donald R. Morris.
Where were you born? Perth..
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CRAIL TIME TRIAL
Perhaps superstition
kept the feint hearted
away but the 13th February saw the dedicated few turn up to pit
their wits against the
clock for a time trial to
Crail Airfield which
some readers will
know is the site of an ex-naval airfield, namely HMS
Jackdaw. An unlicensed, local but interesting destination for student, newly qualified and experienced pilots alike. Unlike a race, which none of us
would condone, the time trial requires rather more
finesse and skill. But there are two way we could
do it. Either completing the journey in the shortest
time or, as the rules stated for this competition, by
aiming to complete the journey as close to the
planned time as possible. The results are below.

. . Fife aircraft line up to dotheir bit!

continued from p4
from the vending machine, ran back to the plane and
took off again as quickly as possible (I can imagine
my wife’s reaction if I’d phoned her with the news
that I was spending the night in Oban!).
The trip back to Fife was pretty uneventful, although
once again we had to skirt around some iffy weather
over the Cowal Peninsula – and make sure we didn’t
drive overhead Faslane – but we finally arrived back
at Fife after a total of 4hr 5min flying time, some glorious scenery and great weather!
All in all . . . A Grand Day Out!

1. G-BKUE (Rob Swinney & Alan Laing) . . . 25min 05 sec
2. G-WIFE (Andy Reid & Andrew Brown) . . .19min 43 sec

WE PAY OUR WAY, DO THEY PAY THEIRS?
Every club member
wants Fife to be a successful airfield and I’m
sure everyone wants to
pay their way. It’s getting
boring repeating the economic hard times are

. . . flying is not a
cheap activity . . .
upon us, it but it is more
important than ever that
we work together to help

the airfield and therefore
Tayside Aviation survive.
So when you hear of flagrant abuses of the relaxed approach we have
here at Fife it is very disappointing.
I talk of the avoidance of
landing fees by visiting
pilots. We all know flying
is not a cheap activity and
so do visiting pilots. So
this is to just to alert you
that this has been going
on and to say that a

friendly reminder can
pay dividends and help
ensure Fife’s survival as
an airfield.

FFC CURRY
CLUB
Tipsy Nipper
Pint & Curry

£5

15 April
7pm
Book in advance
01592 753792

MEET THE MEMBERS - FIVE MINUTE INTERVIEW - William Temple
First flight (Passenger): Boeing 737,
Glasgow -Palma., aged 5.
First flight (At controls): Chipmunk, Air
Cadets., aged 13
Favourite Aircraft: Lockheed Super
Constellation.
Favourite holiday destination: France.
Which animal would you like to be?
Cheetah - quick, agile and intelligent.
Favourite sport: Football.
Logged hours: 650
Favourite logged destination: Almeria,
Spain.

Actor to play your life story: Leonardo De
Caprio.
Favourite film: ‘Airplane the movie’.
leted his PPL
Having compwi
th Tayside
Joke: What do you call a Japanese car thief . .
training
iam Temple
ll
Wi
,
on
. Jacki-taka-mota.
Aviati
fe Airport
Fi
to
returned Tayside AviaFavourite cuisine: Indian
as one of st recruited
Best airline flown: Flyglobespan.
tion's newe
instructors.
Dream dinner guests: Alicia Keys, John
Robertson (Ace of Hearts).
Dream car: New VW Scirocco.
Favourite book/author: Bravo two zero.
Worst job: Hotel Barman (Braidhills Hotel).
Birth place: Edinburgh.
By Greg Logan
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KNOW YOUR COMMITTEE

With all the issues that have been flying around
in recent months it is easy to forget that the Fife
Flying Club (as distinct from Tayside Aviation) is run by
members for members. We all have a collective interest
in contributing to a successful thriving club and the
opinions of each and every member should be heard.
Not everyone is able to make an active contribution,
over and above the subs they pay, which is why we have
an annually elected committee for which each and every
member can stand. We thought it would be a good idea
to put faces to names so that when you see us around you
know who to approach with new ideas and suggestions.

“To support the long-term survival and growth of General Aviation for the mutual benefit of the Fife area and its surrounding communities”

USEFUL STUFF
NATS Assisted Flight Plan Exchange (AFPEx) is a free internet based flight planning system designed for the filing of Flight Plans and related messaging via the
Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network (AFTN), from your computer. Approved users who are registered and operating within the UK, will get a Login,
password, and an AFTN address find out more at
https://ts1.flightplanningonline.co.uk/index.html.
CAA Reference Guide to UK Phraseology for GA Pilots just a reminder that this
is available on the CAA website at
www.caa.co.uk/docs/33/AviationGuideFinal20090917_LOCKED.pdf. This is a very
well produced and clear guide with audio examples and a must for those wishing
to follow up on Colin Rogers recent talk.
Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association new student members may be interested
to know that membership of AOPA is free for students and has a number of benefits including a free General Aviation magazine, advice on aircraft purchase, legal
advice, NOTAMS. Find out more here http://www.aopa.co.uk.
GAA General Aviation Safety Sense leaflets these are a range of short information leaflets and posters covering topics ranging from Piston Engine Icing through
Stall/Spin Awareness to 10 Top Tips to avoid Infringements available at this web
address http://tinyurl.com/safetysense.

MEMBERSHIP CARDS

Have you got your FFC
badge yet? Only £1.50 for
members, £2 for visitors. Ask
Julia for one.

Each member of the Fife
Flying Club should have
been issued with a membership card. The club
constitution states that a
membership card must

always be carried if admission to the Club or
Club activity is desired.
Obviously nobody is suggesting we move away
from our relatively relaxed approach here at
Fife but those members

Let us know if
you find anything
that might be
useful to others

who don’t currently have
one should provide a ID
type photo, which can be
electronic, to Julia Grant
at the club or to Roger
Archer via the website at
www.fifeflyingclub.co.uk

